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At present the Russian Section of IAS (RS/IAS) counts more than 470 full members — academics, honorary academics, foreign members, associative members. 14 new members were admitted in 2006. Due to a multiple-discipline character of the scientific problems developed by the scientists the Russian Section has four separate divisions: ecological (founded in 1997), medico-biological (founded in 1999), physicotechnical (founded in 2004) and humanitarian (founded in May, 2006). Within the RS/IAS there is a Dagestan subdivision under the leadership of academic of RS/IAS professor Omarov Sh.M., which is rather active.

34 organizations have been officially registered as collective members of RS/IAS. In 2006 Moscow Regional Center of Perinatology was affiliated as a collective member of RS/IAS (Head, Ermilov Yu. N.)


Awards and Grants

One of the key functions of the RS/IAS is the support of perspective scientific initiatives, scientific schools and young scientists in the structure of IAS and its regional and national subdivisions.

In 1998 on the initiative of Presidium IAS and Directorate of the RS/IAS a Promotional Grant-Stipendium of IAS (RS) for young scientists of Russia and CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States) was instituted. In 1999 the project was supported by Professor Basov N.G., a Nobel laureate. In 2006 five young scientists from Moscow, St.Petersburg, Stavropol, Volgograd received the grants.

Scientific projects, International investigations

Scientists-members of RS/IAS actively participated in realization of many scientific and applied research projects and took part in a number of conferences with oral presentations.

For the Division of Humanitarian Sciences a Concept of convergence in XXI century a humanitarian and natural knowledge, developed by President of IAS Walter Kofler is very significant. The Division has started the development of a complex scientific direction: "Humanitarian knowledge in XXI century: fundamental and applied investigations of man,
society and culture”. In the frame of that direction the topics "Perspectives of man", "Thesaurus approach in humanitarian sciences", "humanitarian expertise" has become priority-driven.

The Division plans to carry on international investigations and to hold scientific meetings on problems of humanitarian knowledge and higher education, humanitarian expertise (including Ukrainian partners), preparation of monographs and publications on the topics.

The scientists of RS/IAS will take part in the meeting of Presidium of IAS and symposium in the frames of International Conference "Environment: Survival and Stable Development", which will be held in Nicosia (Northern Cyprus). The Conference will be devoted to scientific discussion and searching the ways of solving general problems of ecology, preservation of nature, technological problems of urbanized society, formation of ecological culture.

**Monographs, annuals and other scientific publications of the PS/IAS**

1. A new periodical issue of the PS/IAS - "Herald of RS/IAS" (periodicity - twice in a year) was registered and started to be published. Two issues were published in 2006.

2. The work on publication of the Second volume of International Encyclopedic issue "Who is who in the PS/IAS", where the activity of the RS/IAS (Health & Eclogy) with bibliography of the members of the PS/IAS will be presented, is still in action.


5. Division of humanitarian sciences of the RS/IAS issued a collective monograph "Humanitarian knowledge: perspectives of development in XXI century, 5 scientific collections "Thesaurus analysis of culture of the world", a joint (with Ukrainian partners) scientific project on problems of humanitarian expertise, realized under the aegis UNESCO project "Overcoming the social consequences of HIV epidemic by information and education in the field of human rights, social integration and ethic-oriented investigations.

6. The members of the humanitarian division initiated an internet project "Russian Shakespeare" and some others.

The RS/IAS participated in organization and holding of the following scientific Forums:

- XII International Conference "Stable World: on the way to ecologically safe civil society". Sub-Commission on ecological culture of Non-Governmental Chamber of


- Second All-Russia ecological conference "New priorities of national ecological policy in a real sector of economics" Moscow 14 November, 2006 (with participation of a collective member of RS/IAS - International Independent Ecologo-Political University, Rector, member of RS/IAS - Stepanov S.A.).


- Conference "Semiosis and Culture". Russia, Siktivkar, April, 2006

- III International Scientific Conference "Higher Education for the XXI century". Moscow, 18-20 October 2006. The aim: to develop the strategy of higher education under conditions of new global possibilities and risks. (with participation of more than 400 scientists, managers, rectors, politicians, public figures from 11 countries and 21 cities of Russia.

- Division of physic-technical sciences held an annual symposium "New Informational technologies in medicine" in the frame of Russian National Congress "Human and drugs". Moscow, April, 2006.

Scientists of the division took part in:


and International scientific-practical conference "Investigation, development and application of high tech in industry" St.Petersburg, February, 2006


During the past 2006 year the Russian Section of IAS was actively working on further integration of scientists, creative collectives, research and educational institutes of Russia in order to cope with socially significant problems common to all mankind.